Case Study

FUJIFILM Object Archive

with LTO tape subscription puts Ivy League
university back in control of stored data.

Summary: Fifteen years ago, a major U.S. research university was “moving beyond tape” and leveraging
cloud-based storage for archiving critical research data. Today, LTO tape is back in full force as a valuable tool
in the university’s data strategy, with FUJIFILM Object Archive software bridging the gap between the tape
and cloud-native S3 architecture for archival data.
Innovation leads to growing data needs
A member of the prestigious Ivy League based in Providence,
Rhode Island, the university is a leading research institution
distinct for its student centered learning and deep sense of
purpose. Students, faculty and staff are driven by the idea
that their work will have an impact on the world. The school is
home to nearly 9,000 students and 1,000 faculty instructors
(533 tenured, 147 on tenure track).
At the school, students work alongside faculty to
generate new discoveries and set the stage for scientific
breakthroughs. From high-energy physics to engineering,
DNA sequencing, environmental research, economics and
astronomy, every major university department generates
and stores data that makes these breakthroughs possible.
A collaborative culture encourages students and faculty to
share data across departments, which leads to new insight
and innovations.
While much of the data generated by the school is dynamic,
many important datasets are not. In just one of many

examples, star mapping using digital telescopes provides
data points that will remain unchanged for millions of years.
As telescopes scan the skies, constantly adding new details,
the data may be rarely accessed but still needs to be archived
for future reference. Likewise, patents held by the school may
not be referenced often, but must be retained for the long
term as proof of the school’s intellectual property ownership
should challenges arise. Additionally, most researchers
operate under grants which include long-term data storage
requirements, and the University policy is to retain all data for
at least ten years.
Until the turn of the 21st century, the university stored all this
data on its Network Attached Storage (NAS) system, which
included some limited use of early-generation LTO tape.
Over the past 22 years, data storage has grown to a total of
about 12 PB, which until recently was stored on various NAS
platforms and offsite with cloud service providers (CSPs). As
with most organizations, the school has faced explosive data
growth in recent years and sees that growth only accelerating
year-over-year.

Turning point: the hidden costs of cloud-only storage
As offsite data storage grew rapidly, the data archival
team was faced with a challenge – not the cost of cloud
storage itself (which is relatively affordable), but rather the
excessive and unpredictable costs (both in CSP fees and the
university’s bandwidth use) of pulling data down from the
cloud. “Egress fees” such as these are often overlooked by
organizations when assessing the costs of cloud storage.
Less tangible, but still considerable, was the loss of control
over offsite data. “Having data stored by someone else
often means sacrificing peace of mind,” says Nancy, the
university’s director of infrastructure operations. “Having an
on-premises solution, along with reducing costs, drove us to
search for alternatives.”
The first and most obvious step was to shop and compare
competing CSPs and object storage vendors, but none
provided a significant advantage that outweighed the costs
of transitioning from one service to another.

Needs analysis – S3 compatibility a “must have”
Nancy and her team set out to analyze the university’s data
needs and worked directly with faculty and researchers
for nearly two years in a quest to find solutions. Storage
requirements varied, with a baseline of “average” users and
a subset of “power user” researchers that were creating
very large datasets of 500+ TB that were growing by 100
TB monthly.
While the data varied – from star maps to genomes – and
analysis was being performed by a myriad of software,
the ubiquity of the Glacier platform with an S3 target was
ingrained in researchers’ workflows. The solution would
need to co-exist and interact seamlessly with object-based
cloud architecture.

“It took us a long time to find the right
solution... Fujifilm support has been
solid and responsive. It’s been a great
experience overall.”
- Amar, Lead Storage Administrator

FUJIFILM Object Archive software and LTO
“steal the show”
At first, tape for data storage was not “on the radar” of
Amar, the lead storage administrator. “I guess I considered
myself part of the ‘post-tape’ generation,” he now jokes.
It was at an industry trade event in early 2020 that he
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became familiar with FUJIFILM Object Archive software,
its S3 and Glacier compatibility, and the solution’s ability
to move data easily between the cloud and LTO tape. Now,
he’s a tape convert.

The university’s archive environment
Today, the onsite storage infrastructure includes a new tape
array with 2 PB of LTO-8 tape in two on-campus locations.
Archival data is read from its source and stored to both
sites for redundancy and security. Once confirmed on tape,
the “cold” data can be removed from its original source.
Unlike tape operations flow from 20 years ago, today’s tape
libraries and data densities allow for an environment much
more like HDD – “It’s just not a spinning disk,” Amar adds.
Tape is archived permanently and will never be removed or
destroyed.
Starfish software adds metadata that supports “good
storage hygiene,” and provides secure access to raw data
when needed. Globus allows for sharing and collaboration
with research partners around the world.
“It took us a long time to find the right solution, but
overall, it’s been an easy process to get our service up and
running,” Amar notes. “Fujifilm support has been solid and
responsive. It’s been a great experience overall.”

So, what do the researchers think?
“When it comes to data storage, our researchers operate
on a chargeback model,” notes Nancy. “So there was a
strong and immediate end-user incentive to archive data
cost effectively. We just had to tell them that if they’re
paying $X to put data on the cloud, they’d be paying 10X to
take it out.” A strong case indeed.
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The logo for “Hibernate” -- the university’s archival system –
features the school’s bear mascot sleeping, safe and sound.
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